
XTC2001 VGroove Cutter 
Cut Vgrooves in suitable Cosplay materials to perfec
tion using the CosTools VGroove Cutter. Use with 
CosTools Channel Rail. Use  
replacement blades XC5, XC20.  
  

XTB6020 Freestyle Cutter 
Cut freeform shapes in suitable Cosplay materials up to 
3/16” (5 mm) thick with this innovative pushstyle cutter. 
Use replacement blades XB5 or XB20.  
  

XTC6010 Straight/Bevel Cutter 
Transforms from a 90 degree straight cutter to a 45 de
gree bevel cutter. For use on suitable  
Cosplay materials up to 3/16”(5 mm) thick. Use against a 
straight edge or the CosTools Channel Rail. Use re
placement blades XC5, XC20.  
  

CosTools are accurate, easy to use, able to cut circles, 
straight edges, beveled edges, or VGrooves in suitable 
Cosplay materials. Great for sizing and shaping Cosplay 
foams for costume or accessory building. Works on 
suitable Cosplay materials at thicknesses of 3/16”  
(5 mm) up to 1/2” (13 mm) depending on the tool.
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Logan does not sell directly to the public. Logan products are carried by hundreds of authorized Logan dealers worldwide including 
art supply stores, craft and hobby stores and photography supply. You can find your local dealer on logangraphic.com or by calling 

our customer service staff toll-free (800-331-6232, M-F, 7:30am-4:00pm CT).

XTC6001 Straight Cutter 
Cuts perfect 90 degree angle straight edges on any 
suitable depth Cosplay materials up to 1/2” (13 mm). 
Use with the CosTools Channel Rail. Use replacement 
blade XC5 or XC20 
  Circle Cut

up to 6”
(15 cm)

XTA8001 Circle Cutter 
Cut perfect circles from 1" to 6" diameters (2.5 mm to 15 cm) 
in suitable Cosplay materials up to 1/2” (13 mm) thick. Use  
replacement blades XA5 or XA20.   

XTD30 CosTools Knife 
Hand held adjustable depth utility knife with snap off blade and solid 
locking mechanism for consistent depth settings. Used to size suitable 
Cosplay materials. Uses replacement blade XTD10.  
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XT3001/XT3000 CosTools Channel Rails 
Aluminum straight edge with rubberized nonslip base that feautures a raised 
channel on one side and inch or metric scale on the other. Available in two sizes 
XT3001 32” (81 cm) and XT3000 20” (51 cm). For use with the XTC6001 Straight 
Cutter and XTC2001 VGroove Cutter.  

LOGAN GRAPHIC PRODUCTS, INC. 
1100 BROWN STREET 
WAUCONDA, IL 60084 

800-331-6232 w 847-526-5515 
www.logangraphic.com

Hole Drill

XT40 Border Marker 
A surface marking guide tool for suitable cosplay material to be used 
with any common marking device. Used to draw parallel lines along 
various shapes from 1/8” to 7” (3 mm to 18 cm).  
Accepts marking device up to ½” (13 mm) thick. Trace perfect lines 
around the edge of your cosplay materials. 
 

XTC6030 Adjustable Angle Cutter 
Adjustable deep bevel cutter to be used on suitable cosplay 
materials up to ½” (13 mm) thick. Has  
adjustable angles from 20, 30, 45, 60 and 90 degrees.  
Features adjustable blade depth, ergonomic handle with on 
board blade storage. For best results use along a suitable 
straight edge or a CosTools Channel Rail. Use replacement 
blades XC5 or XC20. 
  

XTC6100 Strip Cutter 
Uses parallel blades with adjustable width to cut strips of suit
able cosplay materials. Can be adjusted from 3/16” (5 mm) to 2 
½” (64 mm). Cuts up to ½” (13 mm) thick  
material. Features include adjustable blade depth,  
ergonomic handle with on board blade storage. Use  
replacement blades XC5 or XC20. 
 

XT8011 CosTools Hole Drill 
Drill perfect holes in suitable Cosplay material up to 
3/16” (5 mm) thick using one of three interchangeable 
quickchange drill tips included. Choose 3/4", 1/2" and 
0.28" (19 mm, 13 mm and 7 mm)  
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CosTools Kits 
Aluminum straight edge with rubberized nonslip base that feautures a raised 
channel on one side and inch or metric scale on the other. Available in two sizes 
XT3001 32” (81 cm) and XT3000 20” (51 cm). For use with the XTC6001 Straight 
Cutter and XTC2001 VGroove Cutter.  


